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Abstract 
 

The primary motivation behind this task is to control a robot by utilizing 

voice to screen ecological conditions if there are any occurrences of gas 

breaks and liquor recognition. A voice-controlled robot framework is a 

versatile robot that is regulated or controlled utilizing voice commands given 

by the client. The robot performs undertakings dependent on the voice 

commands given. The voice-controlled robot utilizes an implicit discourse 

acknowledgment application in a Smartphone to change over voice 

commands to message. Utilizing Bluetooth innovation these content 

commands are shipped to the robot.  These commands are dissected by a 

microcontroller (in this venture Arduino Board) and control the robot 

utilizing engine driver circuits. A Voice controlled robot framework is 

additionally utilized for checking the gas present in the encompassing spots, 

for example, atomic force plants and modern regions where there is a high 

danger of fire mishaps and it is perilous and dangerous for people, and 

location of liquor climate client intoxicated or not a liquor sensor is 

associated and in this task, eye flicker sensor is utilized to know the Driver's 

weariness which is the auxiliary explanation prompting mishaps can be tried 

not to utilize an eye squint sensor which detects drivers eye movement.  
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These boundaries are checked to utilize sensors that are associated with the 

Arduino. The information gathered by the sensors is shipped to the advanced 

cell through sequential correspondence 

 
Keywords: Robot, liquor recognition, Voice controlled robot, 

microcontroller, atomic force plants 

 

1 Introduction 
 

In this venture, the robot essentially takes a shot at human discourse 

order. The Voice Control Robot is constrained by utilizing voice order which 

is straightforwardly given by the client to the robot. We can say, this is a 

remote robot. The android application introduced in Smartphone which 

functions as a transmitter [1]. The commands are given by this android 

application. The android application AMR Voice is used to perceive the 

Arduino utilizing a Bluetooth interface. Bluetooth module (HC-05) is 

associated with the Arduino. As we realize that Arduino is programmable, so 

we need to do the programming utilizing C or Java Language. At the point 

when the programming of Arduino is done, we interface all the associations 

as needed for the robot. Consequently, we interface Android application 

(AMR Voice) and the Bluetooth module is (HC-05) utilizing Bluetooth 

connect. The commands are given by the AMR Voice by the client. These 

commands are received by the Bluetooth module and Arduino play out the 

activity as per the provided commands. The provided command by the client 

is changed over into an advanced structure. These commands can be Left, 

Right, Backward, Forward, or Rotation of Robot and so forth. The scope of 

this robot is up to 100 meters. Another essential perspective is dozing on the 

wheel. A tired driver who falls in rest and neglects to deal with a vehicle, it is 

beyond the realm of imagination to expect to get the circumstance and handle 

the position and results of a mishap. It is imperative to forestall these sorts of 

mishaps and recognize the tiredness of the driver. It is a significant test to 

take care of this kind of issue [2]. To avoid mishaps, it is urgent to build up a 

framework. There are preventive techniques that should be created. It is 

obligatory to make the driver aware of street mishaps. This framework plans 

to forestall mishaps because of drink-driving and the languor of driver. On 

the off chance that the driver is tanked, at that point framework kills the start 

and alarm 

 

2 Literature Survey 
 

We reviewed various obstacle detection systems and robots built by 

many students and other learners [3]. For a self-governing portable robot that 

plays out an assignment dependent on route in a faint climate,detecting and 

avoiding obstacles are an important issue and important task for the safety of  
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the robot body as well as the continuation of the workRecognizing and 

maintaining a strategic distance from impediments in reality, which appears 

to be exceptionally simple for people, is a troublesome errand for self-

sufficient versatile robots is as yet a well-informed point in advanced 

mechanics. In numerous past works, a wide scope of sensors and different 

techniques have been proposed for the versatile robot to recognize and 

forestall impedance [4]. Great proposals for cutting edge sensor frameworks 

and proposed location and shirking calculations can be found. In view of 

these high level sensor frameworks, various ways to deal with this 

assignment can be gathered. 

The Major concern is many accidents occurring is due to lack of 

concentration of the driver, this is due to the restless journey and alcohol 

consumption by the drivers when they are driving concerning our survey [5]. 

We have gained some information and we have plotted with a graph and 

attached it below. It shows that how many accidents that are occurred during 

1970-2015 in India. 

So that according to that information, we have finalized our idea about 

developing a robotic vehicle with multiple sensors, such that we may reduce 

some of the accidents that are occurring up to some extent. 

 

3 Existing Framework 
 

In the existing framework, the issue of inebriated driving is considered 

one of the significant explanations of mishaps around the world. Drivers 

affected by liquor from various observation acknowledgments and vehicle 

control [6]. Thus, by this mishap happens. The majority of accidents 

occurred are because of long journey travel without any rest and without 

proper knowledge on driving, such that mishaps had occurred [7]. One 

interesting fact that we have observed in our survey is many people and 

youngsters travel without any license (proof from transport department that 

the person knows how to drive).   

 

4 Proposed Frameworks 
 

The main drivers of the relative multitude of mishaps are tipsy drive, 

sleepiness, and speeding which bring about the loss of a few lives. The 

proposed framework cautions the driver about the above circumstance and 

aids in forestalling the mishap Provider. Liquor identification in-vehicle 

framework is constantly developing over the years which could resolve 

plastered driving mishaps around the world. Eyes squint sensor can be 

utilized which is practical and simple to execute, on the off chance that the 

driver is discovered to be lethargic or drained, at that point eye flicker sensor 

empowers. Figure 1 shows Block Diagram. 

Focal points of the proposed framework:  

1. It Easy to Prevent Accidents 
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2. Voice controlled activity 

 

 
Figure 1 Block Diagram 

 

4.1 Arduino 

 
Figure 2 ARDUINO UNO 

 

 The Arduino Uno board (shown in figure 2) is a microcontroller 

dependent on the ATmega328. It has 14 advanced data/yield pins in which 6 

can be utilized as PWM yields, a 16 MHz stoneware resonator, an ICSP 

header, a USB association, 6 fundamental data sources, a force jack, and a 

reset button [8]. Arduino comprises of each an actual programmable card 

(frequently referenced as a microcontroller) and a digit of bundle, or IDE 

(Integrated Development Environment) those sudden spikes in demand for 

your PC, acclimated compose and move code to the actual board.Arduino 
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has been utilized in huge number of various undertakings and applications, 

because of its speedy and open UI. For fledglings, the Arduino application is 

easy to-utilize yet flexible enough for cutting edge clients. It runs on Linux, 

Windows, and Mac. It is utilized by educators and understudies to grow ease 

science instruments, to outline the ideas of science and physical science, or to 

begin with programming and advanced mechanics. Intuitive plans are 

planned by originators and draftsmen, utilized by performers and specialists 

for establishments and to try different things with new instruments. Creators, 

obviously, use it, for example, to make a significant number of the 

undertakings showed at the Maker Faire [9]. The Arduino is a urgent 

instrument for learning new things. Anybody - kids, specialists, entertainers, 

software engineers - can begin fiddling by following a pack's bit by bit 

directions or by trading thoughts with different individuals from the Arduino 

bunch on the web. 

 

4.2 Bluetooth Device 

 
Figure3 HC-05 Bluetooth Module 

 

The HC-05 is a cool module that can add two-way (full-duplex) distant 

handiness to your endeavors. You can use this module to confer between two 

microcontrollers like Arduino or talk with any device with Bluetooth 

convenience like a Phone or Laptop. Various Android applications are as of 

now available which makes this cycle a lot easier. The module talks with the 

help of USART at 9600 baud rates from this time forward it is definitely not 

hard to interface with any microcontroller that supports USART [10]. We 

can similarly organize the default assessments of the module by using the 

request mode. Thus, if you looking for a Wireless module that could move 

data from your PC or PDA to a microcontroller or the reverse way around 

then this module might be the right choice for you. Anyway, don't foresee 

that this module should move blended media like photos or tunes; you may 

have to research the CSR8645 module for that. It goes about as a standing 

pointer. Right when the module isn't related with/coordinated with the 
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other Bluetooth device, a sign goes Low. At this low express, the LED 

streaks ceaselessly which implies that the module isn’t coordinated with an 

elective device? Exactly when this module is related with/joined with the 

other Bluetooth device, the sign goes high. At this high express, the LED 

gleams with a procedure with delay say for instance 2s concede that exhibits 

that the module is joined. Figure 3 shows HC-05 Bluetooth Module 

 

4.3 GAS Sensor 
 

 
Figure 4 MQ-2 Smoke Sensor 

 

Gas sensors (regardless called gas pointers) are electronic contraptions 

that see and perceive various types of gasses. They are regularly used to see 

harmful or precarious gasses and measure gas focus. Gas sensors are utilized 

in progress lines and work environments to see gas spills and to recognize 

smoke and carbon monoxide in homes. Gas sensors change regularly in size 

(adaptable and fixed), reach, and recognizing limit. They are all over the 

place and again critical for a more noteworthy installed structure, for 

example, perilous materials and security frameworks, and they are 

conventionally associated with an unmistakable alarm or interface.A gas 

sensor's capacity to distinguish gases depends on the chemiresister to direct 

current. Tin Dioxide (SnO2), which is a n-type semiconductor with free 

electrons, is the most generally utilized substance resistor (likewise called the 

benefactor). The environment typically contains more oxygen than 

flammable gases. The environment normally contains more oxygen than 

burnable gases. The particles of oxygen pull in the free electrons present in 

SnO2, carrying them to the outside of SnO2. As there are no free electrons 

accessible, there will be a zero yield current. This diminishing gas (orange 

tone) interfaces with the adsorbed oxygen particles when the sensor is placed 

in the air of harmful or ignitable gases and breaks the compound connection 

among oxygen and free electrons, along these lines delivering free electrons. 

They would now be able to direct current as the free electrons re-visitation of 

their unique area, This conduction is relative to the quantity of free electrons 

present in SnO2, where all the more free electrons are accessible if the gas is 

incredibly harmful. Figure 4 shows MQ-2 Smoke Sensor. 

 

4.4 Alcohol Sensor 
 
The liquor sensor recognizes the affectability of the gas, which can be 

noticed all over the place, and a basic voltage checks the yield. The sensor 

can work at temperatures going from 10 to 50 C, with power from 150 mA to 

5V beneath. 
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The recognition range is from 0.04 mg/L to 4 mg/L, which is ideal for 

breathalyzers. The MQ-3 gas sensor has a low conductivity, which permits it 

to decontaminate the air as a gas delicate material. We can identify 

contamination gases in the environment, however the conductivity of the gas 

sensor increments as the convergence of the dirtying gas increments. The 

MQ-135 gas identifier can be utilized to distinguish smoke, benzene, steam, 

and other hurtful gases. It is fit for recognizing different destructive gases. 

Solid affectability in a wide reach against hurtful gases is noticed. Figure 5 

shows MQ-3 Gas Sensor. 

 

(i) It has a long life expectancy and a low cost.  

(ii) It is especially powerless to smelling salts, benzene, and sulfide gases.  

(iii) It is a clear drive circuit.  

(iv) Check for air quality  

(v) Detection of harmful gases  

(vi)  Domestic discovery of air contamination  

(vii) Detecting modern waste  

(viii)Portable identification of Air Pollution.  

 
Figure 5 MQ-3 Gas Sensor 

 

4.5 Ultrasonic Sensor 
 

A ultrasonic sensor is an electronic contraption that measures the 

detachment of a target article by sending ultrasonic sound waves and 

converts the returned sound into an electrical/signal sign. Ultrasonic waves 

travel speedier than the speed of detectable sound (for instance the sound that 

individuals can hear). Figure 6 shows Ultrasonic Sensor. 

 
Figure 6 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 

Ultrasonic sensors have two essential parts: the transmitter (which  
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delivers the sound using piezoelectric diamonds) and the beneficiary (which 

encounters the sound after it has gone to and from the goal). Water-level 

detecting is another reasonable use and possibly refined by situating one 

detecting component on top of a water surface. Another oceanic application 

is to utilize these sensors to "see" the most minimal of a waterway, going 

through the water, anyway intelligent of the least surface beneath.  

Despite the fact that it'd not be straightforwardly self-evident, whenever 

coordinated appropriately sensors will even give liquid stream rates. Inside 

the least complex case, the partner degree anode and a recipient (separate 

during this arrangement) territory unit lined up with the progression of a 

liquid. Since sound is going through a moving medium, the speed of sound 

comparative with those segments will be amplified or withered by the pace 

of the liquid.. Contrasted with infrared (IR) sensors in vicinity detecting 

applications, ultrasonic sensors don't meddle with vaporous particles.By 

conveying a sound wave at a recurrence past the scope of human ears, 

ultrasonic sensors work. To get and communicate the ultrasonic sign, the 

transducer of the sensor fills in as an amplifier. Similarly as with numerous 

others, our ultrasonic sensors utilize a solitary transducer to communicate a 

heartbeat and to get the reverberation. By ascertaining time slips between the 

sending and accepting of the ultrasonic heartbeat, the sensor figures the 

distance to an objective. 

 

4.6 Eye Blink Sensor 
 

 
Figure 7 Working Principle of Eye Squint 

 

The sensor remembers two sections for specific a transmitter and a 

beneficiary region. In the event that eyes are open, by then the IR will be 

reflected and Rx by the sensor, and if eyes are closed, by then the IR sensor 

stops Rx the sign and it gives a control sign to the controller. 

Interface controlled DC power supplier of five Volts. The dark wire is 

Ground, the Next center wire is Brown that is yield and Red wire is positive 

give. These wires are set apart on PCB. To test the finder you only might  
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want to control the indicator by interfacing 2 wires +5V and GND. when Eye 

shut, LED is off and the yield is at 0V. Put natural reflex locator glass on the 

face at spans 15mm distance, and you'll have the option to peruse the LED 

flickering on each characteristic reflex. The yield is dynamic high for Eye 

shut and may incline toward to microcontroller for interfacing applications. 

Figure 7 shows Working Principle of Eye Squint. 

 

4.7 LCD Display 

 
Figure 8 LCD Display 

 

The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) is a level board show or other 

electronically adjusted optical contraptions that usage the light-directing 

properties of liquid pearls in blend in with polarization. Instead of using a 

background enlightenment or reflector to make tone or monochrome 

pictures, liquid valuable stones don't emanate direct light [1] [2]. LCDs are 

open for indicating optional pictures, (for instance, an all around helpful PC 

show) or still pictureswith uninformed substance, for instance, a modernized 

clock, pre-set words, numbers, and so forth Seven-partition shows. Aside 

from the way that self-assertive pictures are made from a lattice of more 

modest pixels, they utilize a similar fundamental innovation, while different 

showcases have bigger parts. LCDs are normally (positive) or off (negative) 

contingent upon the extremity setting. For instance, a positive backdrop 

illumination LCD has a dark letter on the foundation, which is the shade of 

the backdrop illumination, and a negative LCD has a dark tempest with dark 

foundation light, and a negative LCD is like a backdrop illumination with 

dark foundation letters. Optical channels are added to give the unmistakable 

look of blue LCDs. In a wide arrangement of employments, LCDs are used, 

including LCD TVs, PC screens, instrument loads up, cockpit screens for 

plane, and indoor and outside signage. For LCD projectors and conservative 

purchaser contraptions, for instance, electronic cameras, watches, progressed 

watches, number crunchers, and mobile phones, including PDAs, little LCD 

screens are notable. For buyer electronic product, for instance, DVD players, 

PC game consoles, and timekeepers, LCDs are consistently used. In for all 

intents and purposes all applications, LCD screens have displaced significant, 

enormous cathode bar tube (CRT) shows. LCDs are available in a greater 

grouping of screen sizes than CRT and plasma screens, with LCD screens 

open in sizes contrasting from little electronic watches to incredibly huge TV 

sizes. OLEDs are consistently supplanted by LCDs, which can be effortlessly  
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changed into various shapes and have a diminished reaction time, more 

extensive shading array, almost boundless shading differentiation and review 

points, lower weight for a given presentation size, and a slimmer profile. 

Force utilization and hypothetically lower power utilization (as the 

presentation is just "on" where required and there is no backdrop 

illumination). On account of the expensive electroluminescent materials or 

phosphors they use, OLEDs, be that as it may, are all the more exorbitant for 

given showcase size. Figure 8 shows LCD Display. 

 

4.8 DC Motor 
 

A DC engine is any of a classification of rotating electrical engines that 

changes over DC flow into energy 

 
Figure 9 DC Motor 

 

DC engines have two principle parts: stator and armature. The stator is a 

fixed piece of the engine that pivots the armature. In a DC engine, the stator 

gives a turning attractive field that drives the pivoting armature.A run of the 

mill DC engine utilizes a bunch of static magnets in a stator and a loop of 

wire going through it to deliver an electromagnetic field lined up with the 

focal point of the curl. At least one protected wire windings are twisted 

around the engine center to think the attractive field. The protected wire 

windings are associated with a switch (rotational electrical switch), which 

applies an electric flow to the windings. The traveler makes it conceivable to 

control every armature winding, which makes a steady rotational power 

(called force). At the point when the windings are consistently turned on and 

off, a pivoting attractive field is made, which speaks with various fields of 

static magnets in the stator to make force, making it turn. These key working 

standards of DC engines empower the change of power from direct current to 

mechanical energy by rotational movement, which would then be able to be 

utilized to deal with objects. A shunt DC engine connects the equal or shunt 

armature and field windings with a typical D.C. Wellspring of Strength. 

Indeed, even as the heap differs, this sort of motor has solid speed control 

however doesn't have the beginning force of an arrangement DC engine.[4] It 

is typically utilized for mechanical, movable speed applications, for example, 

machine instruments, tensioners, and winding/loosening up machines. Figure 

9 shows DC Motor. 
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5 Working 
 

Voice Controlled Robotic Vehicle assists with controlling the robot 

through voice commands got by means of android application. In this Robot 

Human voice is taken as information and changed over to message utilizing 

Speech Recognition App which is an android based application. The robot 

will perform the activity on the commands depend on the client Input. In this, 

we have utilized the Bluetooth module (HC-05) which is a remote module 

and it is utilized to move orders to Arduino. Engine driver L293D permits 

DC to drive toward any path. It controls two engines at the same time. This 

robot additionally comprises of gas sensor which identifies the measure of 

gas and shows the measure of gas in the Lcd. Furthermore, the sensors 

Alcohol, eye flicker, supersonic are associated with the microcontroller 

whereas the liquor sensor this exceptional gadget gives a lot of cutting-edge 

office in now daily's life as it very well may be effortlessly executed in 

vehicles. On the off chance that the driver is found to have liquor in the 

breath, it cautions and afterward kills the start, because of which the chance 

of mishap is maintained at a strategic distance. Likewise, because of an eye 

squint sensor, it will consistently screen the eye flicker. On the off chance if 

the driver discovered languid, at that point it will alarm the driver and control 

the speed of the vehicle. An Ultrasonic sensor constantly screens the straight 

on the separation between the two vehicles and dodges crash. The ultrasonic 

sensor measures the distance between the vehicle and the obstacle in front of 

it. If it is less than 10m the vehicle stops .we kept a stepper motor for the 

ultrasonic sensor to rotate left and right to detect the obstacles. First, the 

ultrasonic sensor detects the obstacle if there is any obstacle then it will 

rotate left or right to move. If there is no obstacle in front it will move on.  

The eye blink sensor counts the no of times the eye is blinking if the eyes 

are not blinking it sends the information to the microcontroller then the 

vehicle will stop. Likewise, if the alcoholic sensor detects more than the 

normal range it identifies and the vehicle will stop. when we connect the 

Bluetooth the voice commands will reach the microcontroller and it will 

process the commands.    

 

6 Results and Discussion 
 

The hardware kit is as shown below figure 10 and figure 11. 
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Figure10 Hardware Kit View-1 

 

 
 

Figure 11  Hardware Kit View -2 

 

The connection of Bluetooth module through arm voice app is as shown 

below figure 12. 
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Figure 12 AMR Voice( Android Application) 

 

       Here the attached above picture is about AMR-VOICE it's an android 

application which can be used to give voice commands to the robot through 

the help of Bluetooth module connected between the microcontroller and this 

application. Figure 13 shows AMR Voice Working. 

 

 
 

Figure 13 AMR Voice Working 
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The hardware which has been designed here will perform the function as 

required to prevent accidents. First of all, the operator or user must connect 

with this device employing Bluetooth from an android application to a 

Bluetooth module which has been a major component placed in this 

hardware kit. After that there is an implementation of a strong barrier 

between the use and that kit, with the help of this we can give instructions to 

the robot to which the functions is should perform concerning the user. All 

sensors will work according to the protocol (which has been given while 

development). We can observe the functioning of the robotic vehicle 

experimentally For Example when we state forward through the portable 

application to the robot, this order is given to the Bluetooth module of the 

robot which is associated with the Arduino. As per the programming of the 

Arduino, the robot will play out the assignment or order. Subsequently, the 

robot will move to advance. As indicated by the provided order the robot can 

perform other activities or orders like Backward, Left, Right, Stop, and 

Rotation of the robot. 

 

7 Conclusion 
 

Human variables are a significant part of the reasons for street mishaps.  

By connecting all of these sensors to a microcontroller the work which we 

are prosing to do can be completed efficiently, in this context the 

microcontroller analyses the signals received by the sensors and gives the 

output message to the robotic vehicle through the help of the driver module 

and if there is any occurrence of abnormalities then it sends the message or 

indication to the driver through a display board and it waits for the driver's 

response if the driver doesn’t respond to those instructions then the vehicle 

will stop automatically. 
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